
Bondues Golf Club (Nord) manages two fine golf courses designed by famous architects covering a total of 105 hectares.

The 6,227 metre-long Hawtree course (par 73, 18 hole-course) has 86 bunkers and is laid out on wooded land with 4,200 trees. It is a traditional course in a care-
fully tended environment. The Trent Jones course, with the first 9 holes designed by Trent Jones Senior and the last 9 by his son, is more American, with many ponds  
(1,300 trees, 6,146 metres long, 84 bunkers). 

With attentive daily care enabling efficient practice, the club enjoys an ex-
cellent record. It is regularly classed first in its region and ranks among the top 
ten nationally. 

Considered as one of the region’s best greens, these courses demand intensive 
maintenance and surveillance. 

They are overlooked by the restored château. A prestigious venue, including 
a bar, reception rooms, a brasserie and a restaurant, all of which, like the playing 
areas, have to be kept under surveillance and secured.

 THE SITE

SMART BUILDING SOLUTIONS

GIGAMEDIA IS FITTING OUT A PRESTIGIOUS LEISURE CENTRE IN THE LILLE  
METROPOLITAN AREA

BONDUES GOLF CLUB 
END CUSTOMER Bondues Golf Club 

LOCATION Bondues (Nord, 59) – Château de la Vigne – 

OBJECTIVE To equip the golf course, the Château and its outbuildings with a 
high-efficiency cable and video-surveillance system.

PROPOSED SOLUTION Optical fibre cabling, bullet and speed-dome cameras, recorders and 
monitor unit. 

THOSE INVOLVED IN 
THE OPERATION Sécurinor (installer)

www.gigamedia.net

Bondues (Nord) – Domaine de la Vigne – 



THE PROJECT

Determined to remain a modern, forward-looking institution concerned for the security of its members, the club has undertaken a series of communication campaigns 
(website update for the beginning of 2018, sponsorships negotiated for the courses, web application, electronic information terminals, tablets for announcing competition starts). 

The installer’s and the brand’s teams have been involved to ensure the structure and installations (existing and planned) are effectively managed.

www.gigamedia.net

It was first necessary to renew all the cabling. Given the distances and upcoming projects, OM2 optical fibres were installed. 

The Wi-Fi connection was redone and extended with indoor and outdoor terminals, which are essential for the convenience of the club’s 1,250 adult members and more 
than 350 young people aged under 25. 

To secure the various locations and give protection against any vandalism, the golf club opted to install a high-quality GIGAMEDIA video-surveillance system comprising 
numerous indoor and outdoor cameras for the driving range, car park, offices, outbuildings, courses, etc. 

In particular, the club and the installer chose 1080p bullet cameras for their performance and high-definition images, Starlight cameras for colour vision both day and night 
and an ultra-fast 360° speed dome equipped with a 20x zoom for accurate, all-round vision [learn more]. The images from the cameras are stored in AHD recorders. The system 
installed also has an alarm function. Consultation and remote alerts ensure responsiveness and vigilance at all times. 6 and 9U GIGAMEDIA cabinets house, in particular, the 
switches, optical drawers and patch panels for the system, which was installed by Securinor.

GIGAMEDIA’S CONTRIBUTION

SPEED DOME 360° 
VIDEO

PHOTOS :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dW0H7bv4wWU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dW0H7bv4wWU

